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Candidates For Class Officers Fourteen Faculty Successful Rally About Due
Nominated At Caucus Tuesday Members Promoted Let's Hear Some Cheers Sat.
By University Head

•
At the caucuses held in Stevens Hall
Evidently an epidemic of laryngitis was sweeping the campus on
Tuesday night, candidates were nomiTwelve promotions on the regular
nated for the class officers.
faculty and Experiment Station staffs the night of our last rally, and at the same time several severe cases
of
at the University of Maine have been stay-home-itis were reported. We
For the Senior Class:
sincerely
hope
said
sufferers
have
announced by the office of the PresiPresident, Dwight L. Moody, R.
dent. The announcements supplement been successfully treated and are fully recovered, because we need
Emerson; vice president, John Day,
the appointment of two department every voice on campus to cheer at the rally Friday night and the game
Russell Bodwell; secretary, Doris
heads,
Professor Walter J. Creamer Saturday.
Stickney, Mildred Byronas; treasurer,
One
in
Electrical
phase
of
the
academic
Engineering and Dr. Benprogram
Evelyn Shaw, Joan Potter.
• After the fine game the team turned
on campus which has not been widely jamin R. Speicher in Zoology.
For the Junior Class:
out at Connecticut last Saturday, the
publicized is that of the Honors ProIn the College of Agriculture and
Massachusetts State game promises to
President, Donald Pratt, William gram offered by the College of Arts the Agricultural Experimen
t Station,
be more than exciting. The team has
Wilson; vice president, Thomas Har- and Sciences. The purpose of this Charles H. Moran has been advanced
been putting up a good fight but the
rington, Charles S. Cushing, Jr.; sec- program is to encourage those of ex- from assistant agronomist
to associate
student body hasn't. The team needs
retary, Barbara Mills, Doris Foran; ceptional ability to supplement their agronomist and George P.
Steinbauer
treasurer, Shirley Sibley, Evelyn Fos- knowledge by reading books in various from associate professor
Emile King, one of the kingpins of a twelfth man. Are we going to let
to professor
fields and later concentrating in a field of botany. Mr. Moran,
ter.
a
great
Bear backfield of 1941, is home them down?
graduate of
of their own choice. The student is Massachusetts State
Another thing—how about the band
For the Sophomore Class:
College, has been from the wars, having served as a capplaying the Stein Song when the team
President, Leroy Henderson, Robert guided throughout the four years by at Maine since 1943, serving previously tain in
the
Army
Air Force. A young comes on the floor
Browne; vice president, Robert an instructor who serves in the capaci- as assistant agronomist at Rhode Isat the rally and on
Brewster, Harry Perry; secretary, ty of a tutor. The work in the Honor land State College. Dr. Steinbauer man with a more than extraordinary the field Saturday? Where's the old
Toni Doescher, Margaret Wilson; Program culminates in the senior year has been at Maine since 1929. He is football record, Emile began startling get-up-and-go that Maine has been so
treasurer, Pauline True, Constance by the student writing a thesis on some a graduate of the University of Minne- the sports writers when he played famous for? It's about time we change
topic falling within his major field. In sota and holds
Howe.
his Ph.D. from the halfback for Orono High School and that has been to is!
the past years theses have been written same institution
For the Freshman Class:
made the All-State team. After his
Friday night's rally will be held
.
President, Douglas Collins, John Di- with subjects varying from literature
high school debut, Emile aided Ricker especially for Coach Bill Kenyon who
Six
promotion
s
are
announced for
neen; vice president, Newton Graham, to scientific laboratory experiments as the College
of Arts and Sciences. Classical Institute in a memorable sea- is now a patient in the Eastern Maine
Hal Moulton; treasurer, Charlotte bases. The rewarding distinction, Carl M. Flynn
General Hospital. Bill has done a
has been advanced from
Alex, Frances Callan; secretary, Thel- which is the highest offered in the instructor
swell
job with the team and has put
to assistant professor of
College of Arts and Sciences, is conma Crossland, Martha Coles.
in many hours of work with them.
zoology.
He
is
a
graduate
of
Maine
ferred upon the student completing
Voting will be held next Tuesday.
Under the sponosrship of the Men's
the prescribed courses in the form of and has the Ph.D. from Harvard. He
Student Senate, the rally will feature
taught
at
Wesleyan,
Radcliffe,
and
Honors at graduation. These are of
talks by Coach Kenyon, if he can be
three grades: Honors, High Honors, Suffolk University, and worked at the
present, faculty manager of athletics
Marine
Biological
Laborator
y,
Woods
and Highest Honors.
Ted Curtis, Dwight Moody of the
Hole, Mass., before returning to Maine
At present there are fourteen stu- in 1940.
"M" Club, and the acting captain for
John L. Fuller has been prodents enrolled in the Honor Program: moted
the Massachusetts game.
from assistant professor to aseleven sophomores, two juniors, and sociate
Weather permitting, there will be a
professor of zoology. A graduone senior.
big parade, forming at North Hall
ate of Bates and M.I.T., he has taught
complete with banners, band, cheerat Maine since 1937 after working at
The music department is planning
leaders, and twirling drum majors,
several programs for the year, includSarah Lawrence College, Clark Uniwho will pick up students as they
ing Christmas and Easter Vespers,
versity, and New Hampshire Fish and
make the trip down around Colvin,
Music Night, a Pop Concert, and offGame Commission.
Balentine, and back to the Memorial
campus concerts.
In the department of Psychology, A.
Gymnasiu
m.
The first concert will be put on No- Friday, October 26
Douglas Glanville has been promoted
Alvah Ford is to be master of cerevember 17 by the Glee Club on the
Football Rally
Mem. Gym from assistant professor to associate
monies, and assistant coach Phil Jones
campus.
professor. He is a graduate of CorOff-Campus Women's Stag
will
lead the singing.
The orchestra and Glee Club will
Dance
Mem. Gym nell where he received his Ph.D. He
After the rally, the Off-Campus
take part in the Christmas Vespers in Saturday, October 27
taught at Cornell and worked in VineWomen will sponsor the All-UniverDecember and the Easter Vespers on
(Continued on Page Six)
Mass. Football Game-2:00 p.m.
sity Hallowe'en stag dance. The dance
Easter Sunday.
Colvin Open House
will be from eight to eleven-thirty,
The annual Music Night will be
Beta Theta Pi House Party
with music by Hal Blood and his orheld in the spring. The Glee Club, ATO House Party
EMILE
KING
1945
chestra. Admission is fifty cents.
orchestra, band, and probably the
Hallowe'en Party—Theta Chi
Modern Dance Club will participate.
8-11 :30
son at the post of left halfback. Then
The Mu Alpha Fpsilon Award, given
Spook Party—Phi Gam-8-11:30
came college, and in his sophomore
annually to a student showing promis- Sunday, October 28
The MCA membership drive came year Emile made the varsity squad and
ing musical talent, will be announced
Sunday Service-10:30 a.m.
LT to a halt last Saturday and the results played quarter- and fullback
with a
that night.
M.O.C. Bald Mt. Trip-9:30 to
prove that the campaign was an over- trio of other Maine greats, Barrows.
The musical organizations hope to
9:00 p.m.
whelming success. The following Goodchild, and Hutchinson. A colcontinue the Pop Concert this year.
M.O.C. Horseback Riding
houses
reached 100%.
legiate poll decided that Emile was
No date or definite arrangements for
Home Ec. Club Freshman
one of the eighteen best sophomore
this have been made yet, but it will be
Women's dormitories:
By Val Warren
Tea-7:45
Practice Club
backs in the East, in that year. Enheld late in the spring and the Glee Tuesday, October 30
Men, as political animals, it is true,
Phi Eta Kappa
100
tering
the
service
did
not
stop
him
Club, orchestra, and Modern Dance
Women's Forum-4:30 p.m.
Kappa Sigma
100
from playing, and he acquired a repu- are smart. But let's have a talk about
Club will be in it.
Colvin Hall
So. Estabrooke Rec. Room
100
tation as a star quarterback in the fashions!
It is hoped that the Glee Club and
Where are we? Let's have a glimpse
Delta Tau Delta
Pack and Pine-4:30-6:00 p.m.
100
Eighth Air Force league. Emile is
orchestra will also have some concerts
of men's clothes on campus. Ah-h-h—
Sigma Chi
Trophy Room
100
assisting "Wally" in the AST physioff campus.
Square Dance Club-7:00 p.m.
cal training program and looking for- just what we've been waiting for—a
Men's
dormitorie
s:
Women's Gym
ward to playing football again for chance to make up for those cruel rePhi Kappa Sigma
100
Maine, an event which is eagerly marks made on "madame's chapeau."
Theta Chi
100
No fad, in our recollection, ever
awaited by followers of the Black
Phi Gamma Delta
100
caught
on so quickly as the "plow
Bears.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
100
jockey's" red and black plaid shirt.
Hamlin Hall
100
One day all college Joe's were wearing
Beta Theta Pi
100
sweaters. The next found the "favorThe Deutscher Verein, honorary
ite" installed in every wardrobe.
German scholastic society, founded at
Thanksgiving vacation has been
Please, fellers, how do you explain
the University of Maine in October,
extended. Classes will end Wednesthis trend?
1902, held its first meeting of the curday, NOVember 21, at 11:30 a.m.,
Something that makes you want to
rent year in the form of an indoor
Alumni of the University in the to be resumed
on Monday, No*Ilw Rev. Frederick H. Hayes of the get up and leave is men's ties. There
picnic at the home of Dr. and Mrs. class of 1945 are now employed from vember
is
26, at 8:00 o'clock.
First Congregational Church of Bel- no consideration for the mores
J. F. Klein. Before the customary one end of this country to the other.
and ethThe attention of all students is fast will be the guest speaker at the ics of
man's culture, in fact, the psyfeast of "deutsche Beefsteaks," three According to a questionnaire sent to called to
the regulat'
on Ab- Little Theatre this Sunday. Rev. Hayes chological effect
new members were initiated: Elizabeth the seniors by Mr. Brockway, direc- !WIWI'S Before
might be serious. If
and After Vacations is a graduate of Boston University you want
to know what a pet tie looks
Boyce, Springfield; Elsie Reuning, tor of the Placement Service, last anti
and the Andover-Newton Seminary at like, just imagine—a pink
Swarthmore, Pa.; Lois Anne Nichol- June fourth, the following seniors had
and blue
-The penal!, for unauthorized Newton, Mass. He has had several vacuum
cleaner going into a purple
son, Malden, Mass. Several other accepted employment. Twenty-three absences incurred
(luring the pen - pastorates in Maine in recent years meat grinder
eligible students will be initiated at the in the class had not then decided upon oil twenty-fo
and right beside it an
ur hours before or and is well known among college upside-do
wn Rolls-Royce and all
next meeting. The Verein hopes to be employment. Since no more recent after
a ree.ss. s aeati)))) or holi- groups. He has been to the Univer- crowded
into one tie.
able to revive its former custom of statements are available, some of this day. shall
be dropping fr
the sity of Maine on several occasions as
Glancing down at shoes, one bepresenting a ifieihnachispiel, a Nativi- information may have been changed by cour.e in which
the absence is in- guest speaker and as leader and should comes
reminiscent of the effects of
ty Play of the traditional folk style, the ending of the war.
curred. Author,/at
shall not be well remembered.
vitamin deficiency. Shoe laces seem
at the Christmas meeting.
In the College of Agriculture, Bur- be giyen for absences during the
This Sunday there will be a solo, the only things holding the
Officers arc: president, Lucille Co- leigh Crockett, an animal husbandry period tisenty -four
shoe. Or
hours before Adams' "The Holy City," by Betty perhaps it
reflects the character of the
te; vice president, Mary F. Spangler; major, is now employed
by Harold J. or after a rect.... •aration or hol- Jenkins, contralto, of the Class of '46; proud owner.
treasurer, Mary E. Smith; secretary, Shaw of Sanford.
Raymond E. Ams- iday-, except for
%i r% un- and the choir will sing Beethoven's
Ah, well, girls, perhaps it's pour le
Beverly Kemp.
11.11111 61*(41111.N/if V.A..'
(Continued on Page Six)
"The Heavens Are Telling."
sport.

Arts And Sciences
Encourages Honors
Work By Students

Emile King Returns
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Deutscher Verein
Officers Elected

Class Of '45 Alumni
Employed From
Maine To California

Fashions For Men?
Writer Doubts Any
Existence Of Such

Rev. Hayes Speaks
At Little Theater

TIIE MAINE CAMPUS

Page To

MOC Schedules
Horseback Riding,
Mountain Climbing

TBE WATER FiNe!
VHEN EDWARD EVERETT HALE, AUTHOR
OF The Man Without a antry,PREACHED
AT WHEATON COLLEGE, NORTON, MASSI
HE RAGED THAT EVERY YEAR MEN
WERE DROWNED 112YING TO SAVE

Maine President
Announces New
Faculty Members

Four New Courses,
A New Curriculum
Added This Year

In spite of the many vacancies in
Two additional new members of the
The Maine Outing Club schedule for
our faculty staff, the University has
faculty
been
Maine
have
of
University
anbeen
has
weeks
four
the next
been able to open a few new courses
announced by the office of President
nounced as follows:
besides the regular full curricula
Arthur A. Hauck for the fall semester. which is already offered.
This Sunday, October 28, there will
Both are in the College of Arts and
In the College of Agriculture there
be horseback riding. Advanced riders
Sciences.
has been a definite change, in that a
will ride for two hours in the mornJames H. Platt has been named In- general course in this field is now
ing, while beginners will ride in two
structor in Speech to fill the vacancy available. A graduate may receive a
one-hour groups in the afternoon.
caused by the leave of absence of As- B.S. degree without specializing in any
Buses will leave the bus stop at 9 a.m.
sistant Professor Herschel Bricker. A certain field. Under this program
and 2 p.m. Dorothy Millet is in charge
graduate of the State University of sixty-three elective hours are possible.
of this outing.
Bowling Green, Ohio, he has done Such a program would be very useful
graduate work at the State University to students interested in public work
There will also be a crew clearing
of Iowa. His teaching experience in- or pre-theological courses for rural
the Bald Mt. ski trail on Sunday. This
cludes a graduate instructorship at ministry or agricultural mission work.
trail was used a lot last winter and
Bowling Green and an assistantship at Another course offered by Agriculture
plans are being formulated for a numthe State University of Iowa. He has is Soil Water Control under Agronober of trips there as soon as the skiing
also served as director and announcer my.
season opens.
for
several radio stations in Ohio.
will
trip
the
4
In the College of Arts and Sciences
and
3
November
On
From June, 1942, to August, 1943, new courses include Masterpieces in
be mountain climbing in Tuckerman's
he served in the U. S. Army Air English, American Literature, and a
Ravine on Mt. Washington. This outCorps. Following his release from one-hour speech course.
ing will be for men only since it has
military service he was employed by
been reported that there is already a
United Air Lines.
NOTICE
foot of snow in some sections of the
IS FREQUENTLY WRONG BECAUSE
Robert I. Adriance will serve as
ravine.
The Branch of the American InstiOF THE PIGEONS WHICH INSIST
Lecturer in Economics for the fall tute of Electrical Engineers held their
On November 17 and 18 there will
HAND/
semester. He is a graduate of Dart- second meeting of the semester in
ON PERCHING ON THE
be an overnight outing to Camp Roosemouth College and has done graduate Lord Hall Monday, October 22, to
velt on Fitts Pond.
work at that institution and at New elect officers.
this
in
numerous
Hiking trails are
BOTH TIRES
York University and Columbia; he
The following officers were elected :
region. Sunday's route lies over Eagle
holds the M.A. degree from Columbia.
Chairman. John Day; vice chairBluff, across the ridge, down to MounFrom 1911 to 1945 he served as head man, Thomas Murray; treasurer,
tain Pond, then to Lucerne where the
of social studies at East Orange, N. J., Charles Cushing; secretary, Glendon
bus will pick up the hikers.
High School. During 1929-30 he Porter. Edward Forsythe and EdThe November 18 trip will be an
taught history at Punahou School, ward Butler were elected to assist the
all-day climb around the Mt. Cadillac
Honolulu. Summers he has taught at above named offiers on the executive
Cecil Pavey, president of Woman's
region. All military restrictions against
New Jersey State Teachers College committee.
Platt,
Mr.
that
has
Forum,
announced
been
have
Cadillac
going to the top of
and University of New Hampshire.
Economics
Home
the
of
cabinet
The
new member of the speech department,
lifted.
He has also taught courses in Social
drawn up the following
The detailed information about these will be faculty adviser for 1945-46. Club has
Studies Methods at Upsala College,
trips will be found weekly in Trails This year the forum will emphasize schedule for the year. It is a tentative East Orange, New Jersey.
Send Your Picture Home
which is posted on all dormitory bulle- the importance of speaking well in in- list of activities which they feel the
members will enjoy.
tin boards as well as in the entry way
All-electronics
television
first
was
THE COYNE STUDIO
Freshman Tea demonstrated at Westinghouse during
to the bookstore. Your dormitory rep- formal group discussion. Topics from Oct. 28
Initiation and Speaker the 20's. Pickup was shown in 1923,
resentative will be able to supply mem- campus life to world problems will be Nov. 14
Bangor, Me.
132 Main St.
Christmas Party receiver in 1929, by Dr. Vladimir K.
bership tickets and still further infor- the subjects of discussion, and these Dec. 12
Project Meeting Zworykin.
mation. Dorm representatives: Off- will be chosen by the program com- Jan. 9
Carnival
campus, Frank Moore; Elms, Eliza- mittee—Angie Verenis, Jay Maxwell, Feb. 13
Speaker on
beth Kelso; Phi Gamma Delta, Tom Laurel Clements, and Dona Welts. Mar. 13
International Affairs
Harrington; A. T. 0., Paul Hart; Forum meets next Tuesday, October
Style Show
Phi Kappa Sigma, Barker Hopkins; 30. and every Tuesday thereafter at Apr. 10
101- 11 LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
Banquet
Lambda Chi, Bill Tozier; Sigma Chi, 4:30 in South Estabrooke rec room. May
Cal
Kappa,
Eta
Margaret Hart; Phi
Doyle; Kappa Sigma, Barbara Sew•
all; Delta Tau Delta, Calene Wright;
The Birthstone for October
SAE, Doug Collins; Beta Theta Pi,
Ted Carter; Theta Chi, Joe Spring;
— OPAL
Sigma Nu, Bob Rendall; North Hall,
Charlie Homer; AST, Tom Kauatani ; Balentine, Flo Sawyer; Colvin,
Bangor, Me. 1
18 Hammond St.
Peg Moulton; North Estabrooke,
•
Emmy Clossen ; South Estabrooke,
Barbara Bond; Cabins, Ralph Barrett.
D
BANGOR
5T

WOMEN WHO COULD NOT SWIM,
%IS SERMON RADA REAL EFFECT
AND WHEATON BECAME THE FIRST
WOMEN'S SCHCOL WITH A SWIMMINO
FO011

OLD MAJNI...

AT ILLINOIS STATE NORMAL UN IVE2SITY IS THE OLDEST NORMAL
SCHOOL BUILDING IN THE UNITED
STATES. THE TOWER CLOCK

,BUY SAVINGS BONDS

Women's Forum

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE
STUDENTS BUILT THIS MOBILE
MAGNET THAT PICKS UP NAILS
AND OTHER METALS FROM STATE
ROADS— SAVING
AND METAL FOR'WAR!

—
DONALD PRATT CO.

Thurs., Fri.. & Sat.,
Oct. 25, 26, 27
"SIIADY LADY"
starring
Charles Coburn, Ginny Simms,
Robert Paige, Alan Curtis,
and Martha O'Driscoll

Patronize Our Advertisers

Hillson's Tailor Shop
CLEANING AND PRESSING
Specializing in Ladies'
Gowns and Dresses
Orono
Mill St.

For a Full Week
Oct. 28-Nov. 3
\l -G-M's great entertainment !
Ginger Rogers, Lana Turner.
Walter Pigeon. & Van Johnson
in
"WEEK END AT THE
WALDORF"
with
Edward Arnold, Phyllis Thaxter, Keenan Wynn. Robert
Benchley, and Xavier Cugat
and his orchestra

igesaber Tolima Rosen* Bask

With twolvri officio@ In
Eastorn Moine
IVI•mbrir roeloral Dopook Inantrono• Corp

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

OPERA HOUSE

•

The
Merrill
Trust Company
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22-26 P.

Home Ec Cabinet
Plans Big Year

•

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

Dean
At Ur
Food

How about two nes 'til Tuesday?
Never, never put yourself at your roommate's mercy
by borrowing his tics.
No need for it at all. Not when there's a plentiful
supply of colorful, better-looking-than-ever
Arrow Tics at your Arrow dealer's.
They're perfect-knotting, thanks to a special lining.
Get yourself some and have 'em on hand.

ARROW SHIRTS and TIES
UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

BIJOU
BANGOR
Wed., Thurs., & Fri.,
Oct. 24, 25, 26
.1llan Jones, Bonita Granville,
Jess Barker in
"SENORITA FROM THE
WEsr•
Sat., Sun., Mon., & Tues.,
Oct. 27, 28, 29, 30
Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotten,
Ann Richards, and Cecil
Kellaway in
"LOVE LETTERS"
A thrilling picture that's a
"must" on your list!

I

ORONO
Wed. & Thurs., Oct. 24-25
Double Features
"SCARED STIFF"
with Jack Haley, Ann Savage
Plus
"HITCHHIKE TO
HAPPINESS"
Pearce, Dale Evans
Al
with
6:30-7:42
Fri. & Sat., Oct. 26-27
"PRIDE OF TIIE MARINES"
with
John Garfield, Eleanor Parke:
Sat. Mat., 2:30-6:30-8:30
Sun. & Mon., Oct. 28-29
"SONG TO REMEMBER"
(Technicolor)
with Paul Muni, Merle Oberon
Sun. Mat., 3:00-6:30-8:22
Tuesday, Oct. 30
"THIS GUN FOR HIRE"
with Alan Ladd, Veronica Lak(
Plus Three Shorts
6:30-8:11
Wed. & Thurs., Oct. 3I-Nov. 1
Double Features
"MIDNIGHT MANHUNT"
with Win. Gargan, Ann Savaro.
Plus
"TEN CENTS A DANCE"
with Jane Frazee. Jimmy Lloyd
6:30-7:50

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 354 to 5 o'clock
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Dean A. L. Deering
At United Nations
Food Conference

gard to foods." The organization will
make available information to help
agricultural leaders to link modern
farm science with the new concepts of
nutrition.
Worldwide education and Extension
work regarding food and agriculture
will be one of the important subjects
considered at the Quebec Conference.
Dean Deering is well versed in this
field, having been dean of Maine's College of Agriculture since 1933 and connected with the Maine Agricultural
Extension Service since 1912, first as
county agent in Kennebec County, then
as county agent leader, and assistant
director, and more recently as director
since 1930. He received the distinguished service ruby for outstanding
leadership in agriculture from the national honorary Extension fraternity,
Epsilon Sigma Phi, in 1943. Dean
Deering and M. L. Wilson, director of
the Extension Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C., will represent the Extension
organization at the Conference.

Page Three

Spring And Summer Deans'List. Dr. Alfred 0. Shaw
Appointed I-lead
Of Animal Industry

Now that the worry of registration
Judith H. Fielder, Alice E. Fonseca,
day and the bother of "add and drop" Doris J. Foran, Helen Fortunes, Eveslips is over, the student body, and lyn E. Foster, Gladys Friedler, Joan
especially the unknowing freshmen, are Frye, Terry Garcelon, Margaret-Jane
Arthur L. Deering, dean of the
Dr. Alfred O. Shaw of Lexington,
turning their eyes to the shining star Gorham, Jean L. Gowdey, Margaret
College of Agriculture and director
in the land of scholarship, the Dean's A. Gowdey, Marjorie A. Grant, Joan North Carolina, has been appointed
of the Agricultural Extension SerList.
E. Greenwood, Eunice E. Hammond, head of the Department of
Animal Invice, University of Maine, will attend
From the spring and summer quar- Ripon W. Haskell.
dustry at the University of Maine. He
the coming conference of the Food and
ters it is evident that many attained
Shirlie C. Hathaway, Helen F. Her- will supervise instruction in
animal inAgriculture Organization of the Unitthis illustrious goal. The list of stu- rick, Virginia B. Hinds, Lois A. Ho- dustry in
the College of Agriculture
ed Nations at Quebec this month as
dents "making" the Dean's List is as vey, Constance F. Howe, Mary Jane and research
in that field in the Maine
adviser to Secretary of Agriculture
follows :
Hoyt. June H. Jacobsen, Dorothy A. Agricultural Experiment
Station.
Clinton P. Anderson, the American
Jordan, Beverly J. Kemp, Martha E.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Born
in
Kamas,
Utah,
and
a gradudelegate to the Conference. Forty-four
Shasta A. Boynton (Mrs.), Mary I-eeman, Elizabeth B. Leith, Gloria B. ate of the
University
of
Idaho,
Dr.
nations will be represented.
A. P. Gonya, Virginia M. Graham, Lombard, Gloria E. McGinley, Paul Shaw secured
his Ph.D. degree at
The conference will meet at the
Roger F. Luce, Frances P. Roberts. F. McGouldrick, Gayle L. McLaughlin. Pennsylvania
State College in 1935.
Chateau Frontenac October 16 and is
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
Elaine P. McManus, Barbara E. Mc- From Penn State he went
back to the
expected to continue for two or three
Upperclass
Neil, Mary E. Marble, Mary-'Vesta University of Idaho as
instructor in
weeks. It is expected that the permaJohn H. Day, Roland A. Fogg, Paul Marston, Barbara L. Mills, Kathryn J. dairying. From
there he went in 1939
nent set-up of the Food and AgriculE. Grant, LeRoy W. Henderson, Mal- Mills, Malcolm H. Miner, R. Herbert to Kansas
State College, first as asture Organization will be completed
colm R. Kittredge, Leonard R. Korob- Mitchell, Jr., Evelyn M. Nicholson, sistant
professor and later as associate
at that time. This will be the first of
kin, Richard W. Lemay, Richard S. Beverly Packard, Lucia M. Packard, professor
in dairy husbandry. In 1942
the international organizations to be
Lincoln, Arthur H. Moulton, George Ella A. Page, Patricia Palmer, Ar- he became
the head of the Department
established under the authority of the
R. Nelson, Florence L. Palmer, Paul- thur W. Patterson, Jr., Cecil A. Pavey. of
Animal Industry at the University
Charter of the United Nations.
ine B. Parent, Donald Pratt, Donald
Beverly R. Peacock, Phyllis C. Pen- of North Carolina.
The purpose of the FAO is to "prodleton, Sylvia E. Pendleton, Harry M. Dr. Shaw has also had
Lowell Thomas made his broadcast- G. Smaha, Ralph W. Thompson.
considerable
mote the common welfare through na- ing debut at Westinghouse KDKA,
Freshmen
Perry, Sylvia E. Peterson, Muriel E. experience in dairy research
and is
tional and international action in re- Pittsburgh, March 30, 1925.
Carleton M. Brown, Robert B. By- Polley, Margaret A. Preble, Herbert the author
or joint author of numerers, Robert J. Campana, Laurence E. G. Pulsifer, Archille R. Roderick, Jr.. ous publications
in that field. At
Crofutt, Douglas H. Culpon, Richard Mary L. Sawyer, Janice F. Scales, Ra- Maine he will
devote half time to
H. Hale, Milton W. Kline, William C. chel Seavey, William C. Small, Marcia teaching and half
to research. He will
Stickel.
L. Smargon, Mary E. Soule.
also be in charge of the college herd
The Compliments
Mary F. Spangler, Janet E. Spiller, of about 170 animals of the
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
leading
of the
Jacqueline M. Springer, Edith J. breeds that are kept at the
Upperclass
University
Strout,
Franklin
Talbot,
Harriette L. for teaching purposes, and of the herd
A. Fredericka Amborn, Willis E.
PARAMOUNT
Anderson, Barbara M. Andrews, Jane Watson, Barbara L. Weick, Donna A. kept for experimental work at HighAustin, Elizabeth Baker, Dorothea D. Welts, Kathleen M. Wilson, William moor Farm, Monmouth. He will as22-26 P. 0. Sq.
Bangor, Me.
Betts (Mrs.), Helen I. Boulter, Mari- S. Wilson, Anne B. Woods.
sume his new position late in October,
Freshmen
lyn R. Bowers, Janice Brown, Dorothy
succeeding Dr. G. M. Cairns, who reHerschel D. Collins, Mary L. Has- signed to accept a similar position in
M. Bruns, Mildred A. Byronas, Janice
R. Campbell, Jean R. Campbell, Shir- kell, Melvin S. Lavine, Gerald A. Maryland.
Rogovin, William C. Walker.
ley R. Castner, Nancy P. Chase.
John H. Clement, Arlene M. Cleven, COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
Alberta E. Closson, Phyllis E. Corneal,
Upperclass
Lucille E. Cote, Jessie W. Cowie, Gene
Louisa M. Bacon, Judith M. Banton,
Tuesday, October 23, the first meetS. Cranch, John B. Crockett, Barbara Mary E. Barnes, Kurt E. A. Biehl, ing of the
Contributors' Club was held
L. Day, Jeanne Delano, Elinor R. John H. Bragg, Marilyn A. Buckley, in Balentine
Sun Parlor. At this
Dickson. MaryAnne Dineen, Lois M. Hazel Calvert, Constance E. Cooper, meeting,
plans for the 1945-46 activiDoescher, Roberta M. Dow, Phyllis L. Mary S. Crossland (Mrs.), Charles ties were
discussed. At the same
Eldridge.
E. Cunningham. Paul J. Dowe, Caro- time methods for admitting new members were considered. Students who
are interested in writing—either for
fun or in hopes of developing talent—
should get information about the club
Maine's finer store
from their English instructor or Dr.
JEWELERS
Ellis.
for Diamonds
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Contributors' Club

iorne

EDI°

)r, Me.
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IITS

•

BRITANTN
OF BANGOR

for the past 52 years

46 Main St.

P. Doyle, Ruth P. Fogler, Carol
• lyn
J. Griffee, Edward G. Hamblen.

a

Rosemund Hammond, Margaret J.
• Hanscom, Rachel W.Jones, Joan Kimball, Virginia P. Libby, Pauline R.
Marcous, Aletha L. Meade, Dwight C.
Moody, Jane E. Morrison, Virginia
Blue Ribbon Bread and Mrs. Carter's Home Style Bread
Noel, Helen E. Noyes, Norwood W.
(Enriched with Vitamin B,)
Olmsted, Read Parmenter, Lois E.
DOUGHNUTS — CAKES — PASTRIES
Ricker, Jean M. Ritchie.
45 Columbia Street
Bangor, Maine I
Jean M. Thompson, Mary-Grace
Tibbetts, Pauline W. True, Virginia
H. Tufts, Angie C. Verenis, Jean E.
Wallace. Fern P. Witham (Mrs.),
Georgene M. Withers, EdithAnne
Young.
ALL WOOL

JOHN J. NISSEN BAKING CORP.

1

•

SHAKER SWEATER

YOU MAY FIND

Evans

THAT HARD TO GET

-27
NES"

?arker
-8:30

R-29
SEW'

REG. 8.95
You can continue to feel dressed up in
your clothes ...tomorrow and the many
tomorrows to follow, IF you give them really
good care. Our special Sanitone drycleaning, plus expert finishing
and free minor-repair service,
will keep your clothes in trim
for your busy life. Phone us today.

'•=4;%

new, 357c reused I real
heavy weight. Knit in a
ihiek husky stitch with
a masculine look to it.

%Cr'

(I,mk

HILLSIDE CLEANERS

At

7.95
All warm wool (65e,:r

SION'.

MERCHANDISE

PARK'S

si
ll AV
AUlg

PLUMBING & HEATING
1-37 MILL ST. ORONO, MAINE

•

•

Snug fitting cuffs and

Spruce's .Cog kodge

bottom. Maroon, navy,

Meals and LuncheBreakfast-7-10:45

,z.reen. Sizes 36-46.

Lunch-12-2

65 State Street
Bangor, Maine

Any pnrchase of $10 or
more may he made on
Sears' easy payment plan

Dinner-5-7

SfARS

P. 0. Square
BANGOR
Phone 8271

Closed Every Saturda,
We solicit your Patronage

•

•
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THE MAINE CAMPI
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laboratories, and offices for the departments of Agronomy, Entomology,
Forestry, Horticulture, Plant Pathol(The correspondence columns of The Can,
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the University
pus are open to the public on pertinent
ogy,
and Extension Service.
subjects, and letters are welcomed. All
of Maine. Entered as second-class matter at the post office, Orono, Maine. Subscripletters should be signed with the author's
tion: SOO per term. Local advertising rate: SOO per column inch. Offices on second
The Engineering Hall, sketches for
real name, but a pen name will be used in
and third floors, MCA building. Telephone extension 51. Member Associated Colpublication of the letter if desired. The
legiate Press. Represented for national adve • ng by National Advertising_Serwhich have been drawn, will provide
ideas started in these columns are not
vice, Inc., College Publisher's Representative, 420 Madison Ave., New York. N. Y.
The Mimic I:
The proposed construction of three space for the various departments of
necessarily those of The Campus and
should not be so considered. The editor new buildings to meet the growing engineering and the Technology
proved
since tl
Highreserves the
to withhold any letter 0/
EDITOR
JOHN CLEMENT a part of anyright
demands of the University of Maine's way Testing and Experimental Labo- played a fastletter.)
Associate Editor
Charlene Lowe
post-war educational program was an- ratories, and will be situated directly in game against
News Editor
Elaine McManus Dear Editor:
nounced
by the University Building front of the Mechanical Shops build- that forced the
Make-Up Editor
Gerry Small
The leaves are still falling from the Committee last week.
in order to squ
ing.
Assistant Editors
Joan Greenwood, Russell Bodwell
The slow
tory.
trees
football
and
still
in
is
the
minds
Contributing Editors
buildings
Union
are
hoped
"It
proposed
a
is
The
that
at
least one new
Sandy Adams, Cee Pavey
indifferent
defe
Sports Writers
Steve Notis, Cliff Whitten, Jerry Rogovan. Bill Vasquez of everyone, but now is the time to Building, a Plant Science Hall, and an dormitory can be erected at an early
able last week
Reporters—Joan Look, Bonnie Andrews, Martha Leeman. Val Warren, think and plan about such things
Engineering
date,"
Hall.
Building
the
Committee's
stateas
have been an
Barbara Mills, Lala Jones.
winter sports. I never have been up
The Union Building, to be dedicated ment to the Campus said, in recogni- that faced the
Cub Reporters—Miriam Kochakian, Mary Jane Hoyt. Margaret Watson,
tion
the
need
of
for
additional
housing
here
at
Maine
before this year and I to the memory of Maine men who
Jean Campbell, Pauline Marcous. Raymond Braune, Grace Griffin. David
Connecticut has
took it for granted that the University served and died in the cause of World facilities for students.
Rodgers. Clair Chamberlain. Don Gross. Terry Garcelon. Dorothy Jordan.
teams in years ;
Work on the interior of the new Li- ing scorer in t
Assistant Reporters—Doug Peterson, Harry Manbeck, Tom Kurosawa, Ross fields a hockey team each year. To War II, answering the need for meetDunbar.
my dismay, I was told that the case ing places for campus clubs and for brary, halted because of the war, will back,
Trojanow
Business Manager
Helen Herrick is just the opposite, that the University recreational facilities for students be- be resumed in the early spring. This line,
Trojanow:
Circulation Manager
Nancy Chase of Maine has NO ice hockey teams. tween periods, has been proposed by building, financed by the subscriptions
yards a tty, c
Advertising Manager
Fay Jones
Those who oppose the establishment the General Alumni Association. of students, faculty, alumni, and
usual. In all
Subscription Manager
Alice Fonseca of hockey as a major sport have some Alumni, student, and faculty commit- friends, will take the place
of the pres- first downs to It
Circulation—Jessie Cowie, Mary Hollingdale, June Jacobsen, Nancy White.
Margaret Gorham, Katie McCann, Barbara MacNair, Beth Clement, Lois good reasons for their views. They tees are being appointed to make plans ent library.
Poulin and
Hovey, Phil Hammond, Jane Barnes. Toni Doescher, Peg Spaulding, Anne are as follows: The practice football for raising funds and to determine the "Building conditions at present are offeti-ke
stars
Woods, Helen Fortunes. Doris Stanley, Jackie Brown, Nfarit Anderson, Joan field makes a fine rink when it is size, facilities, and location of this very uncertain," Mr. Charles E. Crosslin, at fullback
Chellis, Dorothy Goodnow. Mary Grace Tibbetts, Laney Carter, Conny Coyne, flooded, but it is so cold and windy building.
land, spokesman for the Committee, of the game.
Jan Scales.
out there that practically nothing can
The Plant Science Hall, plans for said, adding that "high costs and lim- punting and tlu
be accomplished in the way of organi- which are near completion, will be a ited funds may force the University to
zation. Another reason that the oppo- four-story brick building facing north defer part of its proposed building passes, includi
passes. He alt
sition gives is that if the river is used from the southern end of the campus, program."
defensive gam
as a place to play, it might not be safe. where the greenhouses now stand.
broke up Con
Snow removal also presents a prob- This hall will provide classrooms.
Patronize Our Advertisers
and blocked ot
lem
on
the
river.
A college paper is only as strong as the blood which flows
sion. Woodswa
through its veins. Sometimes it has to be given a life-saving plasma As these reasons are presented, it
at end, catchini
seems that those who want hockey are
down passes, ev
of thought and action. We looked into our blood-bank and found up against a stone wall. Nevertheless,
ly covered at th,
there are some reasons that they can
that you, the readers, will have to supply this rare type of blood.
in a fine job of
There has been a great deal of talk about our student publica- give. For example, the war is now
purfiirmed sple
over and building materials are now
position.
tion, both complimentary and otherwise. The Campus has always available. A library is going to be
On the &fen.
served as a sounding board of opinion for both student and faculty. finished soon and it is important, but so
ttttt weticti
two
is
the matter of athletics. Hockey,
It tries to show all sides of all questions, to present your problems
fumble and me
played with intercollegiate rules, is a
e
fairly to the student body. We need your blood! If you have opin- dean, fast sport, worthy of any time
which stop
tee,kilt threat.
ions on a controversial issue, let us know what they are. We feel Spent on it. Cannot the University
.4 pt.
Ily well
that it is our duty to save the life of the Campus. Any legitimate build a rink for the game, or even contp
a
number
o
struct a house
can be moved, and
complaint that is well founded will be brought to the attention of the place it out on that
ntly beating tha
Alumni Field so that if
)n punts.
student body, in a column set aside for such complaints. Names will and when skating and hockey games
The Bears wil
occur
on
the
flooded
areas,
one
can
be withheld at the request of the author or at the discretion of the
State at Alumni
warm himself? The alumni has obligeditor.
first meeting bet
ingly supported other sports ventures
We can't supply all the blood. If you have some of this rare at Maine and might do so again. If
.n 35 years. Th.
he Bears in grid
this plan fails, there is always the state
type of blood for us. come in and see us. It won't hurt!
twice in the sch
subsidy which the University receives
0-0 tie in 1909 fol
each year. Is it necessary to expend
victory in 1910.
this money entirely on educational facilities? Cannot the maintenance and
The Statemen.
modernization of the school fall under
•ollege football tl
ime lapse, lost ti
We cannot help but notice the complete lack of courtesy shown the heading of recipients? Surely no
one can deny that the addition of a
our-game schedt
by many Maine students who ride the buses and trains. The war is building or a rink for
ege last Saturdi
the furtherance
over. The trend is toward peace and former peacetime conditions. of a popular sport is an improvement
eally doesn't do
nen as a team. 7
A Maine man with any distinguishing insignia upon his clothing or and a step in the development of new
among the students in the
books is a direct representative of his school to the outside world. interests
post-war trend towards sports.
He is a "good-will ambassador." "an ill wind brewing no good," or a Idle wondering cannot accomplish
mirror reflecting the spirit of Maine. His character is remarked any of these things. Backing by the
FALL CM
upon ; his attitude is noted everywhere. And it really is surprising student body and general support by
those who like to compete in the game
how many people can tell what you are with a cursory glance!
can boost this matter right before the
It is said that a former service man can always be told by the eyes of those who can authorize such
way be walks, by his mannerisms. by a thousand and one little habits a move. Amongst us may be a potential contender for the New England
that he never thinks are noticeable. Every school strives to incor- Intercollegiate
Hockey championships.
porate in its students certain qualities that are outstanding. Friendli- I have spoken to several boys on the
ness is strongly stressed at Maine and, when you go deeper into the campus who have represented their
respective high schools in local hockey
subject of friendly attitudes, you will find that there is no difference circles.
Maine is able to launch
between friendliness and courtesy. One Maine man should be able strong challenge to other colleges ina
this section in hockey as well as in any
to distinguish another anywhere.
other
major sport. Just think about
When this subject was brought up, someone said, "Women
ri"WO years before Pearl Harbor the Governthis for a few moments ; if you want
have been given suffrage; they have gone into the mills, offices, and hockey, you, the student body, can
ment asked Bell Telephone Laboratories to
businesses, on an equal footing with men ; they have even supported make it a possibility by supporting the
help perfect radar as a military instrument. The
families during the absence of men. Why can't they stand up in bus contention to the hilt! The matter
Bell System, through the Western Electric Comremains in the hands of the students to
or train?"
start the hall rolling.
pany, its manufacturing branch, became the na-

The Maine Campus

CORRESPONDENCE UniversitY Plans
Construction Of
Three Buildings

BE

Your Opinion, Sir...

Challenge To

A Maine Man..

50,000 RADARS

We couldn't say very much in answer to this. Our only reply
was, "We hope your Mother or Sister will not have this inconvenience the next time she travels. We hope your wounded brotheldoesn't have to stand up when he comes home for the first time in
many months."
—Clair IL Chamberlain

vine, Ernest Therrian, Douglas Col1 lins'
• and fohn Royal, were waiters and
of the French bartenders.
Club was held in North Estabrooke on ' The tentative plans of the club are
October 17. The meeting place was to meet every other Wednesday night.
The meeting place will be announced
turned into a French Night Club for later.
the evening.
The members and freshman guests 'Hie Pittsburgh POST
established
were entertained by a Can-Can chorus the first radio newsroom as a remote
and vocals by Harriet Watson. An location of Westinghouse KDK A, Sepall-male quartet, including Melvin Le- tember 20, 1921.

French Club

H

Jerry

Ragovin

Program Committee
Gains New Members
Four new student members and one
new faculty member have recently
been named to the assembly committee.
Jean Thompson and Mary Marble have
been elected by the Women's Student
Government Association. The Men's
Student Senate elected Russell !Indwell
and Frank Higgins to the committee.
Professor George It. I.cCain of the
Mechanical Engineering Department is
the new faculty member. The other
faculty members of the committee at
Mr. IA wing. Dr. Pays' ii Smith, Pt.,
fe,or Adelbert Sprague, and Professor Albert Turner.

tion's largest supplier of radar systems.
Bell scientists designed and developed many
different types of radars—each for a specific job.
One particular type was standard for B-29s in
the Pacific for navigation, target location and
high altitude bombing. Another directed all Navy
guns over five inches.
This is not surprising, for radar development
and production stem from the same roots that
produced and continue to nourish this country's
telephone system.
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BEAR FACTS
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Improved Maine Team
Shows Strength At Conn.

By Look and Andrews
The Maine Bears, immeasurably im- as late as the third period and missed
a
chance to tie the score again in the HOCKEY
proved since the previous week, displayed a fast-running hard-blocking fourth when a State receiver dropped
The hockey season really got under
game against Connecticut Saturday a pass in the Brooklyn end zone. The way this past week with three exciting
that forced the UConns to go the limit team has a fast-running backfield and and hard-fought games. The Sophoin order to squeeze out an 18-12 vic- a good defensive line. In general, the mores piled up a decisive 6 points to
tory. The slow-breaking offensive and Saturday game shapes up as an evenly the Freshmen's 2 in the opening
at least one new
game
Maine 45. The receiver made the
By Steve Notis
indifferent defensive action so notice- matched contest that might easily go of the year. Those extra practices
ected at an early
catch but Gates stepped in and took
either
able
way.
last
week
However,
greatly
improved
was
alert
if
An
the
Maine
gone.
and
Bears
It
might
that are so hard to get in certainly
:ommittee's statethe leather right out of his hands. The
play the same kind of football that showed up well in
the game. The team opposed a highly favored Con- end of the second
said, in recogni- have been an entirely different team
period found the two
they
exhibited
that
against
faced
Saturday
necticut
eleven
Connecticut
the
Storrs
last
at
Nutmeggers
last
Saturday.
Freshman
team
is a peppy outfit and
tdditional housing
teams battling it out in midfield.
Connecticut has one of its strongest week, they will be a sure bet to break it will give the Sophomores
afternoon.
Although
score
final
the
t.
a tough
teams in years and they have the lead- into the win column Saturday.
showed that the Bears were the losers SECOND HALF
battle in the Hat Game.
or of the new Li- ing scorer in the East in
by an 18 to 12 score, they turned in a
their full- It is worth noting that at the
The third stanza found the Uconns
Hockey team captains have been sparkling performance
of the war, will back, Trojanowski. Against
in all depart- threatening again with Trojanowski
the Bear UConn game the total number of chosen
as follows: Peg Jameson for ments with the backfield handling the
,rly spring. This line, Trojanowski averaged
about 5 undergraduates attending and cheer- the Seniors;
Jackie Brown for the ball well and the line alert and display- and Starkel carrying to the Maine
the subscriptions yards a tty, considerably
less than ing for our team were five men Juniors;
Sue Beisel for the Freshmen; ing good tackling and blocking. The twelve. From there Trojanowski
y, alumni, and usual. In all the UConns
made 16 from the ATO house. Let's show
scampered the remaining distance for
and Morna Kimball acted as Sopho- Pale Blue gridders
place of the pres- first downs to Maine's 9.
held Walt Tro- l another touchdown. The try for the
the team we are really behind them more captain
for her team's first game. janowski, the top scorer
of the East, extra point was blocked by Poulin.
Poulin and Woodsworth were the this week and have every undergradThe hockey schedule for the coming to an average of five-yard gains. The Late
s at present are offensive stars for the Bears. Pou- uate in the stands.
in this period Connecticut took
week is as follows:
Charles E. Cross- lin, at fullback, played 58 minutes
ten thousand Connecticut fans who . advantage of a pass interception on the
Saturday, Oct. 27-10:00 a.m.
the Committee, of the game. He handled all the
stormed to the ball game expected to Maine twenty-seven, and after a series
Juniors vs. Seniors
11 costs and lim- punting and threw all but one of the
see "Trojanowski and Company" roll of running plays Trojanowski went
the University to passes, including two touchdown
Monday, Oct. 29-4:00 p.m.
to an easy victory. After the first few over for the score. In the fourth
roposed building passes. He also played a brilliant
Seniors vs. Freshmen
plays of the game, however, they rea- period the Maine team started a drive
lized that the Nutmeggers were in for from their five yard line. Poulin
defensive game as he consistently
Wednesday, Oct. 31-4:00 p.m.
a ball game.
broke up Connecticut formations
smashed off tackle for twenty yards.
Sophomores vs. Seniors
Advertisers
and blocked one attempted converWith the pigskin on the twenty-five
FIRST PERIOD
TENNIS
sion. Woodsworth was outstanding
The eight girls rated and seeded
Connecticut kicked off and Tom Dumbkowski, a Maine substitute, made
Kenyon's hears, who have showed
at end, catching both of the touchfrom last year's tournament as the Murray was stopped on his twenty the most spectacular run of the game.
down passes, even though complete- up well for an inexperienced squad, best tennis players on campus at the yard line. Here Maine tried two run- Starting to buck the Uconns' right
ly covered at the time. Gates turned contain a small cluster of ex-service present time are: 1. Sally McNealus, ning plays and lost five yards. Gerry side of the line, he temporarily stopped
in a fine job of quarterbacking and men, who have among them some of 2. Betty Jenkins, 3. Lucia Packard, Poulin booted to the Connecticut 45. and reversed his direction to the left.
performed splendidly in the safety the potential season stars. Back
from 4. Nora Chipman, 5. Carolyn Comins, On the next three plays the UConns When he reached the sidelines, he
position.
found himself in the clear and sprinted
the service and playing, in some cases 6. Polly True, 7. Judy Dennison, 8. moved to the Maine 42 for a first
Beverly Swift.
down. The Maine line then stiffened to the Connecticut eight-yard line,
On the defensive, Plavin recovered
two Connecticut and one Maine with disabilities, are the following
There has been only one playoff so and two Connecticut off-tackle slants where he was brought down from the
fumble and made a pass intercep- men: Gerry Poulin, fullback, who far in this year's tournament. There were stopped at the line of scrimmage. rear. Poulin then threw another
tion which stopped a serious Con- played for Winslow; Bob Chapman, are going to be three more playoffs, On the third down Trojanowski fum- touchdown pass to Woodworth. The
iectictit threat. Murdock played ex- Cliff Babcock. "Lanky" Lancaster, the semi-finals and finals to determine bled with Lennie Plavin recovering on kick by Plavin was blocked, and a
Phil "Moose" Murdock, and Doc Savi few plays later the ball game was over.
epe
Ily well at guard, breaking
the champion woman player on the the 28.
At this point the Maine club started MAINE MEETS MASS. STATE
ap a number of plays and consist- age, guards; Mal Colby and Phil campus. Start rallying right away!
rolling. The next three plays were
otly beating the ends down the field Craig, tackles; Joe Nyhan and Norm NOTICE FOR ARCHERY
This week Maine faces MassachuGray, quarterbacks; Jack Woodworth
good
for ten yards and a fumble which setts State College. In their
in punts.
first interand Bob Begley. ends; and Francis STUDENTS
The Bears will face Massachusetts Linehan, a back from Swampscott.
All women students interested in the alert Plavin recovered. Dick Gates collegiate game since 1942, the Kingscarried for three and Gene Boutilier men made a fine
State at Alumni Field Saturday in the
showing against
Some of the boys really stand out as archery have permission to use the went wide around his right end for anfirst meeting between the two teams
Brooklyn College. The boys from
equipment
at
the
field
house
whenever
aces in their positions. Poulin is an
other ten to the Conn. 35. Boutilier Flatbush won the game on
31 35 years. The Statemen have met
a last period
experienced and hard driving back who they have free time. The field house is struck off tackle for five more yards
he Bears in gridiron competition only
forward pass 13-7. In Stuzziero Jausually
open
every
afternoon
until
3:30,
has done most of the passing for Maine
and Poulin bucked the line for three.
twice in the school's history, with a
in the first two games. In the Con- and the equipment may be used at Gates then made it a first down on the sinski, and Koswiek, the Mass. Staters
0-0 tie in 1909 followed by a 29-2 Bear
boast of three hard runners that will
other
times
by
permission
of
the
Physinecticut game he played 58 minutes
Conn. 24 yard line. "Murph" Lenian test the heavy Maine forward
victory in 1910.
wall.
and was the outstanding man on the cal Education Department.
bucked his way to the sixteen. The
MODERN DANCE CLUB
The Statemen. who are resuming field.
Coach Kenyon's chargers demonBears
then
were
penalized
for
back- strated
From now on. the Modern Dance
•ollege football this year after a warin last Saturday's game that
field in motion. At this point, Poulin
Murdock and Savage are regular Club will meet
at 7:30 instead of 7:00
ime lapse, lost the opening game of a
they are capable of playing a good
guards and both play a fast and hard 'through an
faded back and rifled a pass to Woodsour-game schedule to Brooklyn Colarrangement with the
!brand of football. It didn't look like
charging game. Woodworth proved W.A.A. New
worth who brought the fans to their
members to the club reege last Saturday. The 13-7 score
I the same club that took the field against
capabilities on the receiving end of ceived their
when he juggled the ball in the
eally doesn't do justice to the State- his
invitations to join this feet
; Rhode I•land. If the Bears do resume
Poulin's passes in the Connecticut week.
end zone, but managed to hold on to
nen as a team. They were in the lead
where they left off against Conn. last
game. Colby is the starting right NOTICE
it for the first score of the game.
week they should come out of this
tackle, and some of the other men have
Plavin's
kick hit the goal post.
More boys are needed at the Square
week's contest with a victory.
been used liberally in the first two Dance
Club. Where are all those boys SECOND PERIOD
The sumtnarv :
games and it is hoped they turn in a who were
Plavin kicked off for Maine and rode
there last year? Come on,
FALL CHESTERFIELDS
CONNECTIC
UT (18) (12) MAINE
fine performance in the remaining fellows, and
the ball to the ten yard line, when
join in the fun!
games.
Jorgensen made a beautiful runback to Herbert, he
"M" CLUB
Resnick, It
It, Plavin
Mary Libby has resigned as presi- the 35 line. The Nutmeggers, desper1Herman,
lg
ate
for
a
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There will be a meeting of the intramural representatives in Wally's office
next Tuesday evening at 7:30 when
the officers of the Intramural Association will be elected. At this week's
meeting the following schedule for
practice sessions next week was announced.
House
North Hall
Sigma Nu
Theta Chi
Phi Gamma
ATO
Beta House
H. H. Hall
Phi Kappa
Sigma
S.A.E.
Lambda Chi
Off-Campus

Date
Oct. 29

Court
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)

46

44

44
14
111

(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)

64

31

44

46
46

44
41

Time
7:30
7:30
8:30
8:30
9:30
9:30
7:00
7:00
8:00
8:00
9:00

If any team is unable to attend practice at the specified time, the captain
or manager should see Wally before
that time.
The same rules in playing for the
different teams will govern that have
been used in the past few years.
If anyone is interested and willing
to referee these games, Wally would
appreciate having that person contact
him. No experience is necessary, he
will teach you the various rules.
Get off to a good start in intramurals this year by making sure your
representative is at the meeting next
Tuesday evening and your team is out
for practice at the right time.

land, N. J., and Delaware State Hospital, Farnhurst, Dela., before coming
to the University in 1937. In Mathematics Spofford H. Kimball has been
named professor of mathematics. He
is a graduate of Denison University
and Harvard where he received the
Ph.D. He previously taught at University of Pittsburgh, University of
Pennsylvania, University of Rochester,
and Harvard, coming to Maine in
1936. He has served as Head of the
Department of Mathematics here since
1944.
George W. Sanderlin is advanced
from instructor to assistant professor
of English. A graduate of American
University, he holds the Ph.D. from
Johns Hopkins. He previously taught
at Maine from 1938 to 1942, then at
Queens College, North Carolina. He
returned to the University of Maine
in 1943. John E. Stewart is promoted
from assistant professor to associate
professor of mathematics. He is a
graduate of Maine and received the
M.A. here in 1928. He has done
graduate work at the University of
Iowa. He has taught at the University since 1928.
The College of Technology announced four promotions. Kenneth
G. Crabtree is advanced from assistant
professor to associate professor of
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University of Maine in 1926 he served den, dairy husbandry, is teaching agri- counting in New York City. Dorothy
as engineer with Bell Telephone Labo- cultural education at Corinna Union Miller, business administration, is with
ratories in New York. Frederick T. Academy, Corinna, Maine. Lyle Lit- the Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
Martin has been advanced from in- tlefield, horticulture, is employed at in Portland. Robert E. C. Speed,
an
structor to assistant professor of the Hyde Estate in Bath.
economics and business administration
chemistry. He is a graduate of LeHome economics majors now hold major, is employed by the Millinocket
high University and holds the Ph.D. a variety of positions. Doris Emery Insurance Agency in
Millinocket.
from Johns Hopkins. Prior to his is a matron at Washington State NorOf the English majors, Barbara
appointment at Maine in 1934 he mal School. Priscilla Moore is home
served as chemist with General Elec- demonstration agent for Knox and Akeley Seaman is employed at the
Maine Agricultural Experiment Statric Company at Pittsfield, Mass.
Lincoln counties. Several are teach- tion in Presque Isle, and Olive
Upton
In Mechanical Engineering Theron ing home economics: Arlene Beauby Pratt & Whitney in East HartA. Sparrow has been advanced from mont at Leavitt Institute in Turner;
ford.
assistant professor to associate profes- Madeline Nevers in Camden High
sor. He holds the B.S. and M.S. de- School; Thelma Folsom in Lincoln, Marie Haines, history and governgrees from the University of Maine. Maine; and Ruth Stearns at Freedom ment, is serving an interneship in the
He has served as instructor in engi- Academy. Dorothy Currier is dieti- National Institute of Public Affairs.
neering drawing at Maine from 1926 tian at Balentine Hall on the campus, Carol J. Irving, a graduate of the
to 1929 and was appointed to the me- Margaret Brown at New Hampshire liberal arts and nursing course, is in
chanical engineering faculty in 1929. State College, and Caroline Chaplin at the U.S.N.C. Jennie Manson, a mathematics major, is with the CurtissIn the Maine Technology Experi- Wellesley College. Barbara Rozelle
Wright
Corp., Passaic, New Jersey.
Service
ment Station Horace A. Pratt has been is empoyed by the Extension
Among those who majored in psyadvanced from assistant engineer to in Augusta. Phyllis White is with the
associate engineer in the Highway Vermont Extension Service in New- chology, Norma Quinn is employed
Laboratory. He is a graduate of port, Vermont. Constance Carter was by the Bangor Daily Commercial.
Maine and received the M.S. degree with the Green Acres Nursery School, Edward L. Manning, who for three
in civil engineering in 1936. He has Waltham, Mass., for the summer. Bar- years has been student pastor of
served with the Highway Laboratory bara Ann Higgins is with Sage-Allen the Deer Isle-Sunset Congregational
churches in Deer Isle and Sunset,
at the Technology Experiment Station & Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn.
Maine, is now the regular pastor there.
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-come to town''
Good meals—cheery rooms
from $1.75 a day
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Girls, come to
Freese's
every spare moment you have.
There's always
something new
that you should
see!

MILDER...BETTER -TASTING...COOLER

FOR THE CLOTHES!
FASHIONS DIRECT
FROM NEW YORK
TO BANGOR!

If you're coming to see me
tonight don't forget your AB C's
for more smoking pleasure. You
know, A— ALWAYS MILDER, B—
BETTER TASTING and C—COOLER
SMOKING.
Chesterfield's Right Combination ...World's Best Tobaccos
gives you ALL the benefits of
smoking pleasure.
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